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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

COVERING
Mix Leather Soft Cover

LEGS
Wood Metal Plastic Castors Upholstered

FILLING
Arms Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

Seat cushion Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

Back cushion Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

COMFORT
Standard Comfort Firm Comfort

FUNCTION
Bed Electric motion Motion Recliner Sliding

OPTIONS
Nails Removable Contrast Stitching

NOTES

Leather/Fabric MIX CATEGORIES are based on the STARTING PRICE CATEGORY OF
LEATHER combined with fabric = cat. 1A (cat.10 + fabric) - 1B (cat.15 + fabric) - 2A (cat. 20 ...) - 2B
(cat. 25 …) - 3A (cat. 30 …) - 3B (cat. 35 …) - 4A (cat. 40 …) – 5E (cat. 55 …)

Tight Seat Cushion (the seat cushions of the models are fixed to the frame)

Tight Back Cushion (the back cushions of the models are fixed to the frame)

Wood Frame

Without Feet Assembled (the feet will be in a bag inside the package)

Plastic Wrap (the model will be wrapped in a plastic bag)

Feet available in metal finishings 77 (Glossy Chromed) / 78 (Black Chrome)

Vers. 066: Metal base available in metal finishings  79 (Matte Black)

Feet height 12,5 cm

LEATHER-FABRIC MIX COVERING OPTIONS:

1° COV. (Leather) = Inner back cushion

2° COV. (Fabric) = Outer body and seat cushion
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